
TFC Steering Committee Notes
(Send to: tf-openci-triage@lists.trustedfirmware.org)

Oct 11
Attendees: Don, Antonio, Joanna, Dave R, Anton, Ben, Shebu

Minutes:
- Glen on Holiday
- Side tickets created that jumped the line

- TFC-323 - Resolve Jamie Mccrae login issues.  Awaiting confirmation
- TFC-322 - Docs clarifications.  Moved from a Board action to a TFC Ticket for

triage/prioritization.  Backlogged
- MISRA

- TFC-288 Resolved Gerrit config trigger to kick off tests.  Baseline → Merge to
TF-A integration branch.  “Delta” → runs on Gerrit submission of new patch.

- TFC-289 Publish Jenkins controller/agent containers to private registry.
Really Closed?

- Ben, should still be open, Ben re-opening
- Continuing on w/ Setting up license server, deploying ECLAIR jenkins

pluggin, hosting MISRA Guidelines, and Running build configs w/ ECLAIR
env

- Other
- Shebu shared draft of FY23 priorities

- Deploy new member boards Bugseng (MISRA) TF-M and remaining
TF-A work Integrating new compiler licensing technology Mirror TF-A,
TF-M and Trusted Services repo in TF github Verify Disaster Recovery
process, procedures, docs Add IAR compiler support for TF-M and
Mbed TLS Trusted Services CI TF-A Windows Build

- TFC-75 - Post-resolution issue:   determine if new ticket or re-open  Need to
sync w/ Arthur.  Leave closed, but Arthur resolving aSSH host key issue.

- Licensing   TFC-198, TFC-222
- Tim followed up w/ Mark H and was asked for more specific list of

tools and FVPs which we are now getting for him.
- Need help here
- https://linaro.atlassian.net/browse/TFC-222 A note from one of

our syncs suggests "TFC-222: Make sure someone at higher
level is working to provide a work-around for the “click-thru”
constraints.  Moved this issue to Blocked.  Need to go back to
Linaro management to get progress as this was being
addressed at a higher level. "

- https://linaro.atlassian.net/browse/TFC-198 You'll notice that
Ryan has commented on it "I would like to escalate the larger
issue with Arm Mgmt. ...."   If I understand, this one is tied
more to FVP licenses, but still needs work.

- Don, make sure Arthur picks up TFC-247
- TFC-224, make sure getting deployed in the lab.  In the next sprint.
- Shebu: Since start of year, what are the list of “big ticket items” for FY23.

https://linaro.atlassian.net/browse/TFC-222
https://linaro.atlassian.net/browse/TFC-198


- Got info from ST - will add a new ticket.
- TFC-324 - Ben to move to In Progress when Kellie starts
- TFC-325 - Epic for RMM with a goal to start upstreaming.
- TFC-326 - Need to be added to a new group.  Also now in-progress
- Dave R:  TFC-321 - In backlog, moved to SC Approved


